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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEW YORK, October 30....The following statement was issued today by

Theodore Ellenoff, President of the American Jewish Committee:

"The American Jewish Committee hails the announcement of a summit

meeting between President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev as a

potentially historic occasion to advance the cause of world peace and

promote dialogue between the Soviet and American people.

At the same time, we welcome this opportunity for the United States

to reaffirm our nations unstinting commitment to the advancement of human

rights in the USSR as a cornerstone of the superpower relationship. If the

Kremlin seeks a fundamental improvement in bilateral ties and the strength-

ening of mutual trust, those intentions would be best demonstrated by per-

mitting Jews and others who seek to emigrate to do «o :Witbout crippling restrict-

ions and delays; further it would provide genuine religious and cultural freedom

for those who stay. Such rights are guaranteed, by international agreement to

which Moscow is signatory. Soviet performance in this regard would go a long

way to assuring the American people of Soviet willingness to fulfill its legal

and humanitarian responsibilities. As Democratic and Republican occupants of

the White House have noted over the past twenty years: peace and human rights

must be indivisible.

The American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human relations

organization. Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and

religious rights of Jews here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved

human relations for all people everywhere.
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